
 Newspapers wrote about us between 1904-1936. 
 

 
 
Monor és vidéke (Monor and its region) 19 June 1904. 
 
The Israelite Saint Union of Monor (Chewra Kadischa) decided on the last week meeting that 
a decorative porch would be built in the new cemetery and the relevant works would be 
started during that month. They will buy also an adorned hearse.  
 
Egyetértés (Harmony) 8 January 1928  
 
About Sándor Huppert: 
 
„He was the builder of Vigadó, establishment of the New Settlement of Monor can be thanked 
to him and to his company. He parcelled out the whole big area, making building sites and he 
built a lot of houses there. He was the founder of the Central Distillery and the Trade 
Corporation, and was a member of the body of representatives for two decades.” 
 
Közérdek (Common Interest) 26 March 1922. 
 
The Israelite Saint Union of Monor (Chewra Kadischa) placed a marble tablet in the 
synagogue as a remembrance of the Jewish heroes, died for protection of Hungary in the 
World War II, engraving the names of martyrs in the plaque.  
 
Egyetértés (Harmony) 25 June 1933.  
 
Indecency  
 
In the election period youngsters drew swastika and rude words on the fence of the Israelite 
church. (The newspaper condemn the activity) 
 
Egyetértés (Harmony) 16 July 1933  
 
Who are the members of the body of representatives?  
 
Israelite members of the body are: Hermann, Izidor, Lőwy, Sándor Mrs.Dr.widow, 
Schulmann, Bódog Dr., Szánó Adolf Mrs.widow, Ádler, Sándor Dr., Huppert, Jakab Dr., 
Dabasi ,Ödön Dr. 
 
 
Egyetértés (Harmony) 8 December 1935.   
 
Mortality: 
 
Huppert, Gyula, the last important member of the late famous Huppert B. and Sons company, 
a founder of the New Settlement of Monor, died at the age of 78. 
He was a founder member and the director of the Credit Bank of Monor region till the 
economic crisis attacked his financial power. He was that „well-meaning fine Jewish”, who 



gave the big part of his property to the public. His generosity got a memorial plaque from 
people of the New Settlement in 1933. 
 
Egyetértés (Harmony) 23 August 1936.  
 
Do you know? 
 
- that the Israelite church of Monor was built in 1857. Mór Lőwy, Dávid Feuermann, and 
Manó Hirschl, inhabitants of Monor got 100 pengő (Hungarian money of that time) from the 
king as a contribution to the church.  
 
 
 
Egyetértés (Harmony) 30. August 1936.  
 
Do you know? 
 
- that Monor had got 15 770 inhabitants (1930) at the last population census, and there were 
300 Israelite of all. 
 
 
 


